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Abstract
We present ‘psvWave’, a basic numerical finite difference solver for Python and C++, specifically targeted at
seismologists. The solver is based on the well-established staggered grid approaches developed for the P-SV
elastic wave equation. Although its functionality is limited (solely moment tensor sources, only Ricker wavelets
source time functions), it does possess the ability to perform adjoint simulations, and its performance has so
far allowed the development of Bayesian sampling for Full-Waveform Inversion using the Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo algorithm. We present this as an open source project, and invite anyone to contribute.

1 Introduction

This software was born out of the need to simulate many small
wavefields quickly, from a Python environment. As such, we
implemented Virieux’s [1] seminal work in a C++ OpenMP
enabled code that interfaces with Python. Configuration and
functionality is minimal, and therefore so is overhead. Its fast
performance has so far allowed it to be used for Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo sampling with hundreds of thousands of simula-
tions performed in a short time [2]. The software can perform
‘forward’ as well as ‘adjoint’ computations, thereby facilitat-
ing the computation of sensitivity kernels relevant to various
inverse theory methods [3]. It should be noted that the main
aim of psvWave is research, and we do not consider it suited for
production.

2 The solver and Python interface

The psvWave package contains a forward and an adjoint 2d
elastic wave equation solver. The staggered grid as well as
the leap-frog time integration are equal to that described in [1].
Additionally, the C++ core allows one to compute misfits w.r.t.
some observed data, and to subsequently calculate sensitivity
kernels using the resulting adjoint sources. The Python interface
gives access to all core functionality, but also extends the C++
functionality by providing plotting functions.

The simulations performed make a few basic assumptions about
the medium, wavefield and sources, as given below.

2.1 Assumptions

All sources propagate waves through the same medium / domain
in the x,z-plane, and are recorded by the same network of re-
ceivers. The physics are for in-plane shear waves and defined in
a right-handed coordinate system. However, one can interpret
the simulations in any unit and orientation. One should make
sure that all units used result in wavefields that are within the
range of C++ doubles.

All sources are normal / reverse faults (with strike parallel to the
y-axis) using a Ricker wavelet as source time function. Every
source can have a different dip angle. This source time func-
tion can be altered in both the Python and C++ API, the focal
mechanism / source type not.

Simulations are divided in ’shots’, i.e. a single time length in
which data is recorded and some sources ’fire’. The code allows
for time staggering of sources, i.e. ’firing’ multiple sources in a
single simulation.

The domain is truncated on all 4 sides by absorbing boundary
conditions. It’s width is variable, but as of yet, the same on all
sides. This does not directly allow for free boundary conditions,
but this is planned to change. When measuring distance or
counting gridpoints, the zero-point is the first points not inside
the boundary layer but in the actual simulation medium. When
updating medium properties within the domain, the boundary
copies the medium properties closest to it, to avoid creating
reflectors.

The location of the sources and receivers is not expressed in
distance, but in gridpoint numbering. Because the actual index-
ing starts within the medium, and not the absorbing boundary,
sources and receivers can only be placed inside the medium.
However, the and variables determine how many gridpoints are
not considered free parameters. The idea behind this is that this
allows us to place sources/receivers in regions of the domain
that are not inverted for, and are also not inside the boundary.
This to avoid near-source and near-receiver effects.

2.2 Known limitations

The solver does not employ checkpoint, but simply stores
the dynamical fields (particle motion, strain) at specific in-
tervals. This setting, found in the configuration files as
inversion.snapshot_interval allows one to reduce the
storage in host machines RAM, but also deteriorates the pre-
cision of the computed sensitivity kernels if it is chosen too
high.

Additionally, all simulations store their wavefields separately.
By growing the number of simulations in a single modeller (by
e.g. adding more sources), the memory required to store the
wavefields (for subsequent adjoint simulations) grows linearly.
This could be circumvented by running all forward and adjoint
simulations sequentially and re-using the memory used between
sources, but is as of yet not implemented.

The misfit that is implemented in the package, with its adjoint
source, is currently only the L2 misfit. The documentation
illustrated how one can smooth the gradients for this misfit.
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Figure 1: Horizontal (yellow-blue) and vertical (orange-green) particle motion from Notebook 1 superimposed on the P-wave
velocity model of the elastic Marmousi model.

3 Availability, instructions and tutorials
In the project repository [4], we provide installation instructions
for PyPi installation, as well as a dedicated Docker image. The
PyPi installation only supports Linux AMD64 architectures. The
Docker is fully multiplatform and requires no set-up. Addition-
ally, the repository provides two notebooks. Notebook 1 con-
cerns itself with the configuration file and performing forward
simulations, as well as the visualization of the outputs. Note-
book 2 demonstrates how psvWave combined with the L-BFGS
[5] algorithm allows one to perform deterministic full-waveform
inversion.
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